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Then one might turn southwest again to Tahiti in the Society Islands,
and finally southeast once more to latitude 25° where the famous little
island of Pitcairn supports the descendants of British sailors who a century
and a half ago mutinied in the warship. Bounty, and fled with Tahitian
wives to this small rocky speck in the midst of the vast ocean.
The natives of Hawaii, the Marquesas Islands, and Tahiti are Poly-
nesians, a race famous for its beauty and for its marvelous ability as
sailors and fishermen. The Maoris of New Zealand, almost the only
uncivilized people that have been able to fight the white men on prac-
tically equal terms, are descended from people of this same race who
migrated in open boats 2,500 miles from Tahiti. The Polynesians seem
quite "European" in appearance and in many other qualities. They are
very different from the negroid Melanesians who live in the western
islands of the Pacific, especially the Solomon Islands near New Guinea,
and New Caledonia and the New Hebrides between Fiji and Australia.
QUESTIONS, EXERCISES, AND PROBLEMS
 1.	On a good-sized outline map insert in their proper places the names of all
states, cities, rivers, lakes, and mountains of the United States mentioned in the
text.   Now put this map aside and take another which has no names.    Without
referring to any map, see how correctly you can   (a)  name all the states and
(b) locate the cities of over 250,000.
 2.	On another outline map indicate the density of the railway net by the follow-
ing shadings: dense, solid blue; medium or mixed, blue lines; sparse, red.    For
each main section of your map state the main reasons why a special type of shading
is appropriate.   For example (i) the density in solid blue states may be due to such
factors as manufacturing, plains, farming; (2) open spaces in states with blue lines
may be due to physical features such as the Ozarks or Adirondack^, aridity, glacia-
tion, swamps; and (3) scarcity of railroads may be due to such factors as mountains,
aridity, high plateaus.
 3.	Repeat Exercise i for the provinces of Canada.
 4.	The nine Rocky Mountain States have a slightly larger area than Mexico.
How do they compare with Mexico in (r) population, (2) approximate railway
mileage, (3) land available for crops, (4) number and distribution of cities with
more than 50,000 population?   (Data in Statesmen's Y£arbooJ^ and in Statistical
Abstract of the United States under "railways," "farms," "cities," etc., will help you.)
From a comparison of these figures what conclusions do you draw as to the effect
of relief, climate, and stage of culture on these four conditions and on general
progress?

 5.	On an outline map indicate the location and names of large South American
seaports in blue and of large interior cities in red.    Shade the parts of the map
where the dots in Ai44 indicate a dense population.
 6.	Compare the railway maps of North and South America making a list of

 (0)	resemblances, and (b) differences which arise from the following conditions:
 (1)	temperature, (2) longitudinal valleys and coastal mountains, (3) high plateaus,
(4) plains, (5) tropical forests, (6) other conditions.

